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Introduction

Over the last decade, online spaces and digital tools have become a central part of scholarly work and research mobilization (Carrigan, 2016). Email and learning management systems have been deeply embedded in academic labor for some time, with other tools like Twitter and now Zoom becoming everyday addons used to complete and promote scholarly work (Stewart, 2016). However, the integration and reliance on these technologies into scholars’ work lives have heightened their online visibility, which has opened the door to new experiences of online abuse, such as Zoom-bombing, doxing, and inappropriate and violent comments (Burnett, 2020; Elmer, Glyn Burton, & Neville, 2020; Frangou, 2019). Scholars have pointed to the detrimental effect online abuse has on their work, noting that it negatively impacts their research, teaching, and their personal and professional relationships (Authors, 2021a). Scholars also report being left to deal with the consequences of online abuse primarily on their own, with little support from their institution (Authors, 2018b).

Objective

Given the importance of online spaces/tools in scholars' lives and the detrimental impacts of harassment noted above, colleges and universities must recognize the risks associated with online visibility and have policies in place that address those risks. In this paper, we analyze 41 workplace policies that deal with harassment and discrimination from Canadian Universities and Colleges to understand what these institutions propose to do about online abuse. How institutions propose to protect and support scholars from online abuse provides insight into how they conceive of the issue: namely, it reveals what they propose to do.
think is problematic and needs to change (Bacchi, 2012). As such, this paper asks: Do university and college harassment policies address online abuse? If so, in what context is online abuse discussed? And how well-positioned are these policies at supporting or protecting scholars from online abuse? To answer these questions, we use Bacchi’s (2012) ‘What’s the problem represented to be?’ (WPR) approach. This approach encourages examination of the assumptions and conceptual logics within the framing of a problem to understand implicit problem representations.

Methodology

We searched the public websites of 232 universities and colleges across Canada for workplace harassment policies and identified policies at 129 (56%) institutions. Using a text search for the terms “online, virtual, cyber, e-/email, social, media, electronic, and digital,” we found that only 41 (32%) of the 129 institutions acknowledged online abuse in their policies. Using Nvivo 12 we coded the 41 policies’ purpose, scope, procedures, and all mentions of online abuse to identify how university and college community members might be protected from online abuse within the context of their institution’s policy. Overall, we found that the policies did not align with what scholars who have experienced online abuse report needing to feel supported by their institutions (Authors, 2018a; 2018b).

Preliminary Findings

Early analysis identified two problems common across the 41 policies that limit their ability to offer protection and/or support in many cases of online abuse: the first limitation focuses on who the policies apply to, and the second on where the policies apply.

First limitation: To whom the policies apply

The main objective of all policies is to protect members of the university community from harassment from other members of the same institution. While this stipulation is reasonable in the context of a college or university, it precludes perpetrators of online abuse and harassment that are unknown, anonymous, or unrelated to the institutional community. This focus poses serious problems because the online abuse and harassment that academics receive often involve people outside of or unknown to the university community (Burnett, 2020).

Second limitation: Where the policies apply

Policies often define their scope in relation to university spaces. In the policies we examined, the ones that define their scope in relation to place typically limit abuse to places such as sanctioned university events, events related to work and study, or any other place needed to fulfill duties to the institution. This provision ignores the fact that scholars’ online abuse and harassment is not always formally tied to institutional places (Authors, 2021a). Examples include harassment arising from media appearances or receiving abusive and harassing messages on scholars’ social media accounts.
Discussion

Defining harassment policies in terms of university personnel or spaces excludes acts of online abuse that occur outside of institutionally sanctioned platforms (e.g., social media), outside formally recognized academic labor (e.g., appearing on podcasts, TV, or radio), and by individuals who are not members of the institutions’ community. These limitations mean that scholars are left unprotected by their institutions when they experience online abuse.

The need to have institutions step in and offer support and protection against online abuse grows more complex and dire when placed into the current professional and socio-political climate. For example, institutions place increasing emphasis on engaging with broader audiences and mobilizing one’s work beyond the academy (Barlow & Awan, 2016). Increasingly, this work is tied to hiring and funding decisions, and social media, op-eds, blogs, and podcasts are effective ways to do this work. The emphasis on engaging with broader and more diverse audiences comes at a time when there are coordinated efforts to undermine and “expose” liberal agendas on university campuses, effectively disciplining, surveilling, and silencing researchers online (Massanari, 2018).

The professional and socio-political conditions, in combination with the personal adverse effects online abuse has on scholars’ work, health, and well-being require investment in policies that reflect a changing digital landscape. This may involve a focus on process or procedure over policy conditions, and thus provide flexibility for the kinds of abuse and harassment scholars experience in an increasingly digital professional and social environment.

Future work

This project is in the early stage of analysis. The next stages include a deeper analysis of the policies as well as interviews with university administrators (e.g., Deans and Vice President Academics/Research) to understand how their institution is prepared to respond to the rising threat of online abuse. Together, these two projects will result in concrete steps to better strengthen institutional responses and provide support and protection that align with the realities of academic labor and online spaces.
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